Measuring Longview Terminal's Potential Impact on Climate
by Tony Lykstra and Erik Olson
October 26, 2013 - If a proposed Longview, Washington coal export terminal is built, 44 million tons of coal will be shipped to Asia.  They will contribute about 81 million tons of CO2— a significant “greenhouse” gas (GHG) — to the earth’s atmosphere every year when burned.
Is that a lot?  It depends on how you look at it.
To offset those carbon emissions, you’d have to idle about 6% of the U.S. auto fleet.  That’s 15 million cars.  Or, to absorb all that carbon, you’d have to plant 4 billion trees, which is more than 200 times the number Weyerhaeuser Co. planted to reforest the Mount St. Helens blast zone in the early 1980s, according to a Daily News analysis.
On the other hand, coal use already is so huge that the coal shipped through the Longview dock would only equal about 1% of the global consumption and about 4% of U.S. consumption.
Up until now, the debate over whether Millennium Bulk Terminals should be allowed to build its $643 million coal dock west of Longview has focused on local concerns: rail traffic congestion and coal dust.  But at a series of recent public hearings, more people have raised concerns about the project’s potential contribution to global warming, given that coal burning is considered one of the chief engines of climate change and ocean acidification.  The discussion raises intriguing and wrenching questions for the community.
Does Longview, which desperately needs the 2,500 jobs during construction and 135 permanent jobs Millennium is promising, have a moral responsibility to help slow climate change?  If Millennium is turned away, wouldn’t the same coal be loaded onto ships from another West Coast port, rendering Longview’s sacrifice of those jobs pointless?  Even if that coal stayed in the ground, wouldn’t China, India and South Korea simply buy coal from other sources?  What if the coal that comes from those other sources is dirtier than the Powder River Basin coal from Wyoming and Montana coal that Millennium would ship?
Never has the adage “Think globally, act locally” placed the community in such a conundrum.
It’s Asia’s Burden
Business groups argue that exporters like Millennium shouldn’t be responsible for what their customers in Asia do with the coal.  For decades, the end users in all types of industry have been responsible for controlling their own pollution.  Industry leaders say they see no reason to change, even if those users are overseas.
“In the past, it’s always been the party that consumes the product that’s responsible,” said Don Brunell, president of the Association of Washington Business, which has opposed any environmental review of coal exports extending beyond the state’s borders.  Brunell, who worked at an Eastern Montana coal-fired power plant decades ago, said the industry has made huge strides since the 1970s to reduce pollution by installing scrubbers and running more efficiently.  The best way to fight climate change is to require power producers to reduce GHG emissions; interrupting the coal supply isn’t the answer, he said.  “You have to encourage countries like China, and others, to upgrade their facilities,” Brunell said.
One of the leading prospects for controlling carbon emissions from coal is called sequestration — capturing the emissions and injecting them into rock formations in the earth.  However, this technology is considered decades away from being applicable on a large scale.
Opponents say it’s not enough to simply send the coal overseas and hope it doesn’t have a significant impact on the climate.
The coal shipped from Longview will produce carbon roughly equivalent to “all the activities in the state of Washington combined, on an annual basis,” said Eric de Place, a policy director who has studied the coal terminal proposal extensively for Seattle’s Sightline Institute.  That amount of coal, he said, would also produce more carbon than most countries.
“I think it’s a hugely significant impact,” de Place said.  “I think it’s a big number, no matter how you slice it.”
“Coal is a huge source of climate pollution, one of the worst energy sources we have,” Brett VandenHeuvel, executive director of Hood River-based Columbia RiverKeeper, said.  “If we mine and burn Powder River Basin coal (from Wyoming and Montana), we will cross a tipping point for our climate.  There’s still things that we can do now, but burning that huge reservoir of coal, whether it’s in the state of Washington or Asia, will put us over the edge.”
Cleaner Coal?
Coal backers, though, have taken those arguments about global warming and turned them on their head.  Powder River Basin coal, which contains less sulfur than other types of coal, burns hotter and more efficiently than other types of coal, which means it releases fewer GHGs.  So If Asian countries were to burn more coal from Australia, Indonesia or Russia, they would contribute more to global warming, they argue.  In other words, U.S. coal docks could actually be good for the environment, at least by comparison, supporters argue.
According to Stanford University economist Frank Wolak, exporting more U.S. coal would also increase domestic prices and encourage utilities nationwide to invest more in natural gas, which is much cleaner.  In that scenario, places like China would cut back considerably on their imports of Australian and Indonesian coal, which emit more GHGs than Powder River Basin coal when burned.
“Different from the United States and Europe, China does not have significant natural gas-fired generation units and its electricity demand continues to grow rapidly, so it must burn the coal to meet this demand....  It’s just a question of where it comes from,” Wolak told a Stanford publication in January.
That thinking does not satisfy former Southwest Washington Congressman Brian Baird, who was one of Congress’s most outspoken advocates for action on climate change.  In an interview last week, he said coal is not a viable source of energy for any country in the long run, and that the world needs to develop alternatives quickly.  “The problems of global warming, global overheating (and) acidifying oceans are real and they’re worsening rapidly.  Coal is a major contributor to that,” said Baird, who was an advocate in Congress for public policies addressing climate change.
He acknowledged that asking Longview to block the Millennium terminal is a tough sell, in a community where the unemployment rate still is in double digits.  Yet, he said, there’s a risk that once the local economy becomes partially dependent on coal, the community will support its use over alternative energy sources.  A community supported by coal would naturally fear the economic disruption from safer alternatives or polices such as a global carbon tax, he said.
“Does one then get into the cycle of defending a technology for its local, immediate benefits?” Baird asked.  “Once you become dependent on that, where is your incentive to seek alternatives?”  Still, he said, anyone suggesting that Longview should shy away from the coal industry for the sake of the climate should also be advocating the development of alternative energy technologies that create local jobs.
Becoming Coal-Dependent
Exporting coal also makes other economies dependent on the fuel, VandenHeuvel said.  He noted that the use of coal power is on the decline in the United States, but if the U.S. expands coal exports, it will “lock in that pollution source for decades to come.”
In 2012, the U.S. shipped 114 million tons outside its borders.  Forecasters expect that number to grow.  About 1/4 of those exports go to Asia through Canadian terminals.
Increases in coal’s worldwide supply will naturally reduce the fuel’s cost, VandenHeuvel said.  That, in turn, will encourage construction of more coal-fired power plants in Asia.  On the other hand, if the U.S. ships less coal overseas, coal would cost more and be a less attractive fuel source.
“The interesting dynamic here is that, by supplying a large new supply of coal, economists believe that can encourage new coal-fired power plants,” VandenHeuvel said.  “We’re at a phase where we should be transitioning away from that, and not building new ones.”
China, South Korea and India are all trying to grow their economies.  They’re hunting for the cheapest energy sources they can find.  Asia is looking to boost renewable energy production, such as wind power, but Far East countries are still expected to import large amounts of coal for the next 35 years, Millennium and its backers say.
“Power plants are not being built in Asia because of a proposed terminal in Longview,” Millennium CEO Ken Miller said in a written statement Thursday.  “Supply doesn’t create demand.  The simple fact is that demand for energy is being driven by people in developing countries who want access to clean water, proper sanitation, safe food, and electricity, so that they can meet their basic needs.  We intend to meet or exceed any federal, state or local environmental regulation that will apply to our terminal.”
A key question in the months to come will be how much global climate change should factor into regulators’ decisions about the Longview terminal.  Trade groups say they’re not against measuring GHG emissions generated by developments at the source.  But, they say, requiring companies like Millennium to offset all carbon generated from burning coal that passes through the Longview terminal would be unprecedented and unfair.  “We think it sends the wrong signal to people who want to ship cargo through our state,” said Eric Johnson, director of the Washington Public Ports Association.
State leaders have pointed to export jobs as a major driver of Washington’s economy.  Industry groups say they fear over-arching reviews would encourage developers to take their projects — and jobs — elsewhere.
Yet, De Place, the Sightline Institute analyst, called coal exports “a global health issue” and said there’s no question that Longview has “a moral responsibility” to help stop them.  He did not discount the fact that Longview needs jobs.  “We have structural economic problems in this country that need to be addressed,” de Place said.  “I think we have a moral obligation not to become dealers” in coal, he added, calling it the “number-one contributor to climate change.”  “The stakes are high on this stuff.  ...  This is for all the marbles.  No other environmental issue — none — is nearly as significant as climate change.  Climate change is the one that stands to rearrange everything.”
But even some coal opponents aren’t sure that blocking the Longview terminal would do much to reduce GHG emissions from burning coal, partly because so much coal is burned already.
“The net impact, from a climate perspective, of blocking the terminal in Longview would not be significant,” said Baird, the former congressman, who now is the president of Antioch University in Seattle.  “It’s not like if you block the Longview location, that you assure that same amount of coal” won’t be shipped through a terminal elsewhere.
He said it’s also worth considering that building the terminal in Longview may have fewer impacts than if it is built in other cities, where the coal would have to be hauled longer distances or by “more polluting means.”
Yet, VandenHeuvel said he isn’t convinced that other communities would be more receptive to Millennium’s coal terminal if Longview rejected it.  “They’re extremely unpopular,” he said of coal facilities.  “There’s big fights about them.  I don’t think you can just plop them down anywhere.”
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